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Data from a field experiment are used to estimate the gain in productivity that is realized when
workers are paid piece rates rather than fixed wages. The experiment was conducted within a tree-planting
firm and provides daily observations on individual worker productivity under both compensation systems.
Unrestricted statistical methods estimate the productivity gain to be 20%. Since planting conditions
potentially affect incentives, structural econometric methods are used to generalize the experimental
results to out-of-sample conditions. The structural results suggest that the average productivity gain,
outside of the experimental conditions, would be at least 21·7%.

1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring how workers react to incentives has important implications for determining the
relevance of economic theories (e.g. Hart and Holmstrom, 1987) as well as the personnel policies
that are based on those theories (Milgrom and Roberts (1992), Lazear (1998)). Recent empirical
work in this area has concentrated on using firm-level data to measure the productivity effects of
different compensation systems; i.e. incentive effects. Examples include Ichniowski, Shaw and
Prennushi (1997), Paarsch and Shearer (1999, 2000) and Lazear (2000).1 Of particular concern
in the measurement of incentive effects is the possible endogeneity of the compensation system.
Since observed compensation systems represent choices made by the firm, if factors which are
unobservable to the econometrician affect both the firm’s choice and worker productivity, then
simple comparisons of worker performance under different compensation systems will fail to
identify the incentive effect (Ehrenberg (1990), Prendergast (1999)).
Perhaps the most direct way to solve this endogeneity problem is to gather experimental
evidence. An experimental setting permits the compensation system to be varied exogenously
allowing direct measurement of the incentive effect within the experiment. This eliminates the
need for strong functional form assumptions (Paarsch and Shearer, 1999, 2000) or assuming
certain variables as instruments to identify the incentive effect in the data.
In this paper, I use data from a field experiment to measure the gain in productivity that is
realized when workers are paid piece rates rather than fixed wages. The experiment took place
within a tree-planting firm operating in the province of British Columbia, Canada. The firm in
which the experiment was conducted usually pays its workers in proportion to the number of trees
planted per day (i.e. a piece rate). To complete the experiment, nine male planters were randomly
selected from this firm. These planters were then randomly allocated to plant under fixed wages
and piece rates. Each worker involved in the experiment was observed planting under both piece
1. See Chiappori and Salanié (2000) for a survey of empirical work on contracts.
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rates and fixed wages. In total the experiment provided 120 observations on daily productivity
(60 under each compensation system). I use these experimental data to measure the percentage
difference in average productivity when workers are paid piece rates rather than fixed wages.
I begin with an unrestricted comparison of mean productivity. This comparison reveals a 20%
increase in worker productivity when workers are paid piece rates rather than fixed wages.
Identifying the incentive effect within an experiment is potentially restrictive—results only
generalize to the extent that experimental conditions are representative of non-experimental
conditions. This comes to light within the present context since planting conditions (particularly
the difficulty of the terrain) affect worker productivity (Paarsch and Shearer, 1999) and therefore
potentially affect the incentive effect.
I use structural econometric methods, combined with the experimental data, to identify outof-sample incentive effects. Structural methods identify behavioural parameters that determine
the workers’ reaction to changing conditions and compensation systems. Previous applications
of structural econometric methods within the compensation literature have considered measuring
the cost of moral hazard within the firm (Ferrall and Shearer (1999), Margiotta and Miller
(2000), Copeland and Monet (2002)), measuring productivity profiles (Shearer, 1996), as well
as measuring incentive effects (Paarsch and Shearer (1999, 2000), Haley (forthcoming)). The
application of structural methods to experimental data is discussed in Keane and Wolpin (1997)
and Ferrall (2002).
The structural model considers worker and firm behaviour under piece rates and fixed
wages. I discuss identification of the incentive effect on three levels. First, applying the structural
model to the experimental data identifies the incentive effect within the experiment. Second, it
also identifies a lower bound to the incentive effect for non-experimental data. The lower bound
is achieved by evaluating the incentive effect when the variance of planting conditions goes to
zero. Finally, the incentive effect for a particular set of non-experimental planting conditions
is identified up to the variance of those conditions. Non-experimental data can be used to
identify the incentive effect on non-experimental conditions even though the non-experimental
data contain observations under one compensation system only—there is no need to perform
additional experiments.
An important extension to the structural model is achieved by relaxing the assumption of
perfect information to the firm over the distribution of planting conditions. Doing so allows
the firm to make mistakes when judging planting conditions. These perception errors lead to a
random-effects empirical specification that significantly improves the fit of the structural model.
The parameters of the model are estimated on the experimental data using maximum-likelihood
techniques. The random-effects formulation permits the calculation of both unconditional
(averaged over all possible perception errors) and conditional incentive effects which condition
on the specific errors of the firm. The structural model calculates an unconditional experimental
incentive effect of 22·26% and an unconditional lower bound of 21·67%. In general, the results
suggest that the unconditional incentive effect is much less sensitive to planting conditions than
the conditional incentive effect. It is noteworthy that these results are similar to those obtained
in Paarsch and Shearer (2000) who used non-experimental, firm-level data originating from
the same industry. Paarsch and Shearer calculate an incentive effect of 21% using structural
econometric methods to control for a tree-planting firm’s endogenous choice between piece rates
and fixed wages.
Estimation of the structural model also permits the evaluation of alternative compensation
policies within the firm. Efficiency wages are considered as a possible alternative to piece rates—
reflecting the effects of a permanent change to a fixed-wage personnel policy. The efficiency wage
that would induce effort levels equal to those observed under fixed wages in the experiment is
calculated and its implied unit costs are compared with those achieved under piece rates. The
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results suggest that fixed wages would lead to a 2·7% increase in unit costs relative to piece rates
in the present labour-market conditions.
There are eight additional sections to the paper. The next section discusses the institutional
details of the tree-planting industry and the firm in which the experiment took place. Section 3
outlines the design of the experiment. Section 4 presents an unrestricted analysis of the
experimental data. Section 5 develops the structural model. Section 6 discusses the identification
results. Sections 7 and 8 present the structural results and policy analysis, and Section 9
concludes.
2. INSTITUTIONAL DETAILS
The tree-planting industry of British Columbia is responsible for the reforestation of recently
logged tracts of land. Contracts to re-forest a tract of land are typically awarded to tree-planting
firms through a competitive auction whereby firms will bid on the price-per-tree that they are
to receive for planting. These auctions typically take place in the autumn and are conducted by
either the Ministry of Forests or the major logging firms. Planting ensues the following spring.
The tree-planting industry is well suited to the study of incentive effects. Good measures
of worker productivity exist and there is no team production. Tree-planting firms are typically
quite small, employing less than 100 planters. These planters work under the supervision of
firm managers and monitors (usually in the ratio of 10 workers to one monitor). Planters are
equipped with a shovel and a sack of seedlings which fit around the planter’s hip. Each day they
are assigned to plant trees in an area of land. To plant a tree, the planter digs a hole in the ground,
places the seedling in the ground and fills the hole in.
Planting is simple yet physically exhausting work. The productivity of the planters is
determined by their effort level as well as the conditions of the terrain on which they are
planting. For example, if the ground is hard and rocky or covered in underbrush, it takes more
time and effort to plant a given number of trees, reducing daily worker productivity. In general,
planting conditions vary a great deal. Some sites have been prepared for planting, meaning that
the underbrush and slash timber has been removed (often by burning the site). Other sites are
unprepared and are therefore more difficult to plant.
The firm in which the experiment took place employs approximately 90 planters per year.
These planters are divided into work groups under the supervision of one of the firm’s managers
(who is an owner of the firm). These work groups are assigned to plant contracts throughout
British Columbia during the planting season from February to July. The work group on which
the experiment was performed included approximately 30 workers.
The firm typically pays its workers piece rates. Under these contracts workers are paid
strictly in proportion to their individual output—no base wage is received. Planting sites are
divided into blocks which are areas of homogeneous terrain. The manager in charge of the
contract sets the piece rate for each block on the basis of planting conditions on that block.
Typically, higher piece rates correspond to tougher planting conditions. This is because the piece
rate must satisfy the worker’s labour–supply constraint. Since workers are paid in proportion
to their productivity and since effort is costly, workers prefer to plant in easier ground where
they can plant more trees for a given effort level. To induce planters to plant on more difficult
terrain the piece rate must be increased (see Paarsch and Shearer (1999) for further details).
On rare occasions,2 workers will be paid fixed wages. This occurs, for example, when planting
conditions change a great deal between the time at which the contract is bid and the time at which
it is planted. For example, the Ministry of Forests will sometimes unexpectedly prepare sites that
2. Conversations with the firm manager revealed that fewer than 1% of planting days are paid under fixed wages.
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have already been awarded. The firm may not have knowledge of the changed conditions until
they arrive at the site to begin planting. When this occurs, rather than renegotiate the price per tree
at which the contract is to be planted (which may be impossible due to time constraints), the firm
will simply plant the contract under a fixed price and pay their planters fixed wages. In these cases
fixed wages are determined by the planter’s average wage under previous piece rate contracts.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The goal of the experiment was to measure the change in worker effort as the compensation
system changed from piece rates to fixed wages. Since worker productivity depends on worker
effort as well as planting conditions, measuring the incentive effect required changing the
compensation system while holding planting conditions constant. Randomization over blocks on
which to conduct the experiment proved to be impossible since the firm did not know in advance
which blocks would be planted in a given year. Contracts that were planted for the Ministry of
Forests could involve multiple years of planting. Often, the blocks that were planted in any given
year were not decided upon until just before the planting was done.
Two concerns dominated the design of the experiment and the selection of blocks. The
first was to keep the work environment as normal as possible. In this regard, workers were kept
ignorant of the experiment taking place. This required explaining the change in the compensation
system in a manner that would seem realistic to the workers. Thus, workers were told that the
firm had not agreed on a tree price with the contractor for certain blocks of land to be planted.
None of the workers involved in the experiment questioned this explanation provided for planting
under fixed wages. The second concern was that the incentive effect be measured precisely. With
this in mind, the blocks that were selected were large enough to allow the repeated observation
of each worker planting under each compensation system.
The experiment was conducted under a randomized-block design. Three blocks of land were
chosen on which to conduct the experiment. Each block of land was internally homogeneous in
terms of planting conditions,3 yet differed from the other two. Each block of land was divided
into two parts, or compensation regions—one to be planted under piece rates and the other to be
planted under fixed wages.
A group of nine male planters was randomly selected from the firm to take part in the
experiment. The sample was restricted to male planters in order to reduce the variation in
observed productivity. At the beginning of planting on a given block, planters were randomly
assigned to piece rates or fixed wages. At the beginning of each workday, each planter was
then randomly assigned to an area of land within his compensation region, and informed of his
compensation system for that particular day.
Each worker planted an equal number of days under each compensation system. Due to
attrition (one planter unexpectedly returned to school) and differing sizes of the block of land,
different numbers of workers planted on the different blocks; subsequently not every worker is
observed on each block of land. However, any worker who is observed on a given block of land
is observed under both piece rates and fixed wages on that block. Furthermore, each worker who
plants on a given plot of land is observed for the same number of days (at least two) under piece
rates and fixed wages.
The length of the work day was held constant under both compensation systems and the
blocks were large enough so that censoring (due to finishing a block before the workday was
completed) was not a problem. The same individual was responsible for monitoring the workers
3. Homogeneous in that the piece rate paid to workers was constant within the block.
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TABLE 1
Summary statistics: daily productivity, earnings and unit costs: experimental
sample
Observations
Full sample
Piece rate
Fixed wages

120
60
60

Trees
Mean

S.D.

Earnings
Mean

Unit costs
Mean

1146·67
1256
1037·33

278·54
325·27
162·38

223·78
230·85
216·70

0·20
0·186
0·214

TABLE 2
Summary statistics: average productivity by plot: experimental sample
Plot

Observations

Rate

Mean

S.D.

PR

FW

1
2
3

24
48
48

0·17
0·18
0·20

1273·33
1321·25
908·75

188·14
247·90
143·27

1390·00
1500·83
944·17

1156·67
1141·67
873·33

under both compensation systems. Finally, the planting was controlled for quality by the firm
and there were no differences under the two compensation systems during the experiment.
4. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The experimental data are presented in Table 1. The sample consists of 120 planting days, of
which 60 took place under piece rates and 60 under fixed wages. The average daily productivity
of these workers was 1146·67 trees and the standard deviation was 278·54. Workers were more
productive under piece rates than fixed wages—the difference in average productivity being 219
trees. This represents an increase in average productivity of approximately 21% when workers
were paid piece rates. The variance of worker output is higher under piece rates than fixed wages,
reflecting the fact that workers adjust their effort to changing conditions when they are paid
piece rates. Workers also earned more when planting under piece rates. To see if the increase in
earnings outweighed the increase in productivity, the final column of Table 1 presents data on
unit costs—daily earnings divided by daily productivity. These show that piece rates provided
lower unit costs than fixed wages, the decrease being in the order of 13%.4
Table 2 considers average productivity across the blocks used in the experiment. These
blocks (denoted 1, 2 and 3) had piece rates of $0·17, $0·18 and $0·20. The average productivity
under piece rates and fixed wages for each plot is given in columns 6 and 7. Notice that
average productivity is higher under piece rates on each plot, although the percentage difference
varies. These facts suggest that block-specific effects are an important determinant of worker
productivity and incentives, reflecting differences in planting conditions.
Average productivity per plot is given in column 4. Notice the actual average productivity
is not negatively related to the piece rate as would be expected from the manner in which the
firm sets piece rates. Recall, the firm sets the piece rate in inverse relation to the difficulty of the
planting conditions that the manager observes. However, average productivity is higher when the
piece rate is $0·18 than when it is $0·17. This is due to the fact that the firm sometimes errs in
their judgement of planting conditions during the bidding process resulting in a piece rate that is
4. Some caution must be exercised in interpreting this statistic. In particular, given effort is lower under fixed
wages, workers should be willing to accept lower wages than under piece rates. This suggests that the observed unit costs
under fixed wages are higher than need be. I return to this point in Section 8 below.
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TABLE 3
Summary statistics: average productivity by planter and pay system:
experimental sample
Planter

Observations

Total

PR

FW

Difference

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

16
12
12
16
12
4
16
16
16

1127·50
1098·33
1226·67
992·50
1163·33
1330·00
1121·25
1157·50
1252·50

1275·00
1220·00
1430·00
1000·00
1266·67
1470·00
1165·00
1255·00
1420·00

980·00
976·67
1023·33
985·00
1060·00
1190·00
1077·50
1060·00
1085·00

295·00
243·33
406·67
15·00
206·67
280·00
87·50
195·00
335·00

slightly too high or too low for a given plot of land. In what follows, the model will be extended
to account for these perception errors.
Table 3 presents average productivity by individual planter and pay system. Column 3 shows
the average productivity per planter ranges from 992·5 to 1330 trees per day, suggesting that
individual heterogeneity is present in the sample. Columns 4 and 5 give the average productivity
for each planter under piece rates and fixed wages. Again average productivity for each planter
is higher under piece rates.5
4.1. The incentive effect
I calculate two measures of the incentive effect. The first is given by
X I j n i j {E[Y | pr, I = i, J = j] − E[Y | f w, I = i, J = j]}
H j1 =
.
i=1 N j
E[Y | f w, I = i, J = j]

(4.1)

This is simply the weighted average of the percentage increase in productivity experienced by
individual i on block j, where I j denotes the number of individuals planting on block j, n i j
denotes the number of observations on individual i on block j and N j denotes the total number
of observations on block j. Since this measure depends on blocks and individuals it may be
biased in small samples. In particular, there may not be enough observations per individual to
consistently estimate (4.1). An alternative estimator is achieved by integrating out the individual
effects:
E[Y | pr, J = j] − E[Y | f w, J = j]
H j2 =
.
(4.2)
E[Y | f w, J = j]
The overall incentive effect within the experiment can then be calculated by
X Nj
Hl =
Hl
l ∈ {1, 2}.
(4.3)
N j
To further investigate the statistical significance of the incentive effect I calculate the sample
equivalents of H1 and H2 to be 19·86 and 19·78%, respectively. The bootstrapped standard errors
are 0·0185 and 0·0187 suggesting that the estimates are statistically significant. I also calculate
these measures by plot. These are given in Table 4. The standard errors are calculated from 10,000
5. Averaging hides some variability in the data. In particular, analysing individual productivity by plot and
compensation system reveals that in three cases a planter planted fewer trees under piece rates than fixed wages on
the same plot.
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TABLE 4
Bootstrapped unrestricted incentive effects: by plot
Plot

1

H1

2

3

Standard error
Estimated bias
Relative bias

0·202
0·016
7·3e − 4
0·045

0·312
0·027
0·001
0·050

0·082
0·038
0·003
0·086

H2
Standard error
Estimated bias
Relative bias

0·202
0·015
4·3e − 4
0·028

0·315
0·027
3·8e − 4
0·014

0·081
0·037
3·3e − 4
0·009

bootstrapped samples.6 In order to assess the reliability of these estimators in small samples I
calculate the estimated bias as well as the bias relative to the standard error (Efron and Tibshirani
(1993), MacKinnon and Smith (1998)). These values are small in both cases, although smaller
for the estimator H 2 .7

4.2. Generalizing the incentive effect
The experimental data provide exogenous variation in the worker’s compensation scheme which
allows for the use of simple mean comparisons to calculate the incentive effect. Statistical
estimators can summarize what happened in the experiment without imposing behavioural
restrictions (Burtless, 1995). Since these statistical estimators compare averages within a given
context, they do not generalize to conditions beyond those observed in the experiment unless
the incentive effect is independent of conditions. This would happen only if conditions did not
vary across plots or worker effort was independent of conditions. If the incentive effect does
depend on conditions then unrestricted methods require that a new experiment be performed on
each plot for which the incentive effect is to be calculated. This reflects Heckman and Smith’s
(1995) black-box critique of reduced form analysis of experimental data. Generalizing the
incentive effect beyond the experimental conditions in these circumstances requires estimating a
restricted or structural model. A structural model generates the observed statistics from economic
behaviour. The mapping from behaviour to data identifies structural parameters which govern
how worker effort changes as conditions change. Estimates of these parameters obtained from the
experimental data can then be used to generalize the incentive effect outside of the experimental
conditions.

5. THEORETICAL MODEL
This section develops a structural model of worker productivity under piece rates and fixed
wages. The model derives worker effort functions as equilibrium responses to the personnel
policy observed within the experimental firm.
6. The bootstrap procedure replicates the composition of the observed sample with respect to individuals, i,
plots, j, and the compensation system, k. I take the observed sample S to be made up of a number of subsamples
Si jk = {Y1i jk , Y2i jk , . . . , Y Ni jk } of size Ni jk . For each subsample I sample, with replacement, Ni jk observations.
7. Efron and Tibshirani suggest that the bias can be safely ignored when its value relative to the standard error is
below 0·25.
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TABLE 5
Summary statistics: daily fixed-wage productivity by planter and plot:
experimental sample
Planter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Plot 1
Average
S.D.
990·00

42·43

1060·00

84·85

1190·00
1270·00
1230·00
1200·00

70·71
14·14
14·14
0·00

Plot 2
Average
S.D.

Plot 3
Average
S.D.

1126·67
1120
1153·33
1073·33
1226·67

61·10
52·92
120·55
57·74
64·29

826·67
833·33
893·33
846·67
893·33

94·52
102·63
130·13
120·55
113·72

1153·33
1126·67
1153·33

128·58
61·10
30·55

873·33
880·00
940·00

94·52
72·11
105·83

5.1. The personnel policy of the firm
The piece-rate contracts that are typically paid to workers are based on output measures. The
number of trees planted in a given day is counted and workers are paid in proportion to this
number. However, the firm did not set output standards under fixed wages. This was confirmed
by the firm manager, but is also evident in the data. If workers were required to meet a daily
production standard, they would choose an effort level that met that standard exactly. While
it is possible that the standard be individual and plot specific, there would be a degenerate
distribution of productivity (conditional on supplying effort) at the production standard for a
given plot and individual. Yet, Table 5 shows that the distribution of observed productivity
conditional on an individual and plot has positive variation—the standard deviation attains 14%
of average productivity in some cases. I therefore model the firm as monitoring input under fixed
wages.
5.2. Enforceable contracts
While output measures can readily be verified, contracts based on input measures must be selfenforcing implying that a surplus to the relationship must exist (Bull (1987), MacLeod and
Malcomson (1989)).
Assumption A1. The full surplus of the employer–employee relationship goes to the
worker.
With zero surplus going to the firm, the firm would default on an implicit piece-rate contract
(MacLeod and Malcomson, 1989)—any piece-rate contract must be independent of effort. The
threat of an employee quitting, in the face of the firm claiming that the worker had provided less
than the observed effort, has no disciplinary effect since workers can be immediately replaced.
Conversely, a fixed-wage (or termination) contract can support equilibrium effort since the firm
has no incentive to cheat (the wage must be paid anyway) and workers do not want to lose their
job.
5.3. Technology and preferences
Daily productivity is determined by
Y = ES
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where E represents the worker’s effort level, and S is a productivity shock representing planting
conditions beyond the worker’s control (such as the hardness of the ground). I assume that S
follows a lognormal distribution with parameters µ and σ 2 ; i.e. ln S ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ). Workers have
the utility function defined over daily earnings, w, and effort, E,
Ui (w, E) = w − Ci (E).
Ci (E) represents worker i’s monetary cost of effort and is parameterized as
κi
η > 1, κi > 0
Ci (E) = E η ,
η

(5.1)

where κi captures individual heterogeneity, and η determines the curvature of the cost function.8
Alternative utility is given by ū.
5.4. Timing
The timing of the model is as follows. For each plot of land to be planted:
(1) Nature chooses (µ, σ 2 );
(2) the firm observes (µ, σ 2 ) and then selects a contract

r
if piece-rate contract
=
W if fixed-wage contract;

(5.2)

(3) the worker observes (µ, σ 2 ) and  and either accepts or rejects the contract;
(4) conditional on accepting the contract the worker observes a particular value of S and
chooses an effort level, producing Y ;
(5) the firm observes Y and E and pays wages.
5.5. Piece rates
Under piece rates, in accordance with the observed contract, w = r Y .
Let ei denote the optimal level of effort chosen by worker i. Conditional on s, a realization
of S,
 γ
rs
ei =
(5.3)
κi
where γ = 1/(η − 1).
In order for workers to accept the contract it must satisfy their expected utility constraint.
Given the contract has only one instrument and workers are heterogeneous, some workers will
earn rents. I assume that the piece rate is chosen to satisfy the alternative utility constraint of the
lowest-ability worker in the firm; that is, the worker with ability level κh where
κh = max{κ1 , κ2 , . . . , κn }.
As such, r solves agent h’s expected utility constraint

r γ +1
E S (γ +1) | µ, σ 2 = ū
+ 1)

γ
κh (γ

(5.4)

8. Assuming risk neutrality allows me to concentrate on incentives, abstracting from risk. While introducing risk
aversion is possible, empirical attempts to do so have brought about mixed results in terms of identification. Ferrall and
Shearer (1999) were unable to separately identify the cost of the effort parameter from the risk aversion parameter in the
case where workers had exponential utility.
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where E denotes the expectation operator. Workers with lower costs of effort earn rents equal to
 γ

κh
− 1 ū.
(5.5)
κi
Output for individual i is given by
Yi

pr


=

r
κi

γ

S γ +1 .

(5.6)

Taking logarithms of (5.4) and substituting into (5.6) gives daily productivity for individual i on
contract j as
pr

ln Yi j = ln(γ + 1) + ln ū − ln r j + γ (ln κh − ln κi ) − (γ + 1)2

σ j2
2

pr

+ i j

(5.7)

pr

where i j = (γ + 1)(ln Si j − µ j ) ∼ N (0, (γ + 1)2 σ j2 ).
5.6. Fixed wages
While theoretical models of effort determination under fixed wages are well known (Shapiro and
Stiglitz (1984), MacLeod and Malcomson (1989)) little empirical work exists that has taken these
models seriously as data-generating processes (although one important exception is the work
of Flinn, 1997). In their simplest form, these models generate incentives through termination
contracts—the worker is fired if his performance falls below some standard set by the firm.
Incentives are provided through the presence of a surplus to continuing the relationship with the
firm. Effort is monitored with a certain probability and deviations from an agreed upon effort
level result in the worker being fired.9 The threat of termination will provide incentives to the
worker as long as the agreed upon effort level, denoted e f w satisfies a no-shirking condition;
namely,
E[U (e f w )] ≥ arg max E E[U (shirking)].

(5.8)

Given the fixed-wage payments to these workers occur over a relatively short period of time,
I consider the fixed-wage planting to be of one period duration only and the environment to be
stationary.10 In contrast with traditional shirking models (Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), MacLeod
and Malcomson (1989)) the future surplus to the worker is generated under piece-rate planting
which resumes when the experiment is finished. Note that this surplus is not necessarily equal
to the rent calculated in (5.5). In particular, ū refers to the level of utility the worker earns at
zero labour-market effort. Yet, the worker may find employment at another firm, tree planting or
otherwise, after a certain period of time. The surplus then incorporates how long it will take the
worker to find another job and the present discounted value of lost income during the search and
at the alternative employment.
Let δ denote the probability that a worker is monitored.11 Workers who are monitored and
who supply effort less than e f w are fired while those who supply effort greater than e f w return
9. Alternatively, one could allow the firm to observe a signal of effort and set the incentive standard on the basis
of that signal. However, in such a model equilibrium effort levels would imply non-zero punishment probabilities which
are inconsistent with the data. For example, if the signal was worker output and productivity shocks occurred between
the worker’s effort choice and the realization of output, then random differences between output and actual effort would
imply a positive firing probability in equilibrium.
10. This representation of the experiment abstracts from dynamic factors affecting the choice of effort within the
experiment. It also assumes that the incentive contribution of expected future fixed-wage planting is negligible. Given,
fixed-wage planting accounts for fewer than 1% of all planting days, this does not appear overly restrictive.
11. A probability less than one allows for differences in the firm’s ability to monitor input and output.
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to plant under piece rates. The expected utility of shirking (E < e f w ) is
E[U (shirking | F W )] = W − C(E) + δβE[V | F] + [1 − δ]βE[V | P R],

(5.9)

where β is the discount factor and E[V | F] and E[V | P R] represent the worker’s expected
present discounted utility from being fired and piece-rate work, respectively. Note that a worker
who chooses to shirk will set his effort level to zero since the detection probability is independent
of effort.
The expected utility of not shirking (E ≥ e f w ) is
E[U (E | F W )] = W − C(E) + βE[V | P R]

(5.10)

since the probability of being fired is zero and continuation in the firm implies working under
piece rates. Since there is no gain to the worker of setting E > e f w a non-shirking worker will
set E = e f w , the level of effort demanded by the firm.
The incentive-compatibility constraint is given by
C(E) ≤ δβ[E[V | P R] − E[V | F]].

(5.11)

This defines the set of effort levels which the worker will supply for a given monitoring
technology and labour-market conditions. The incentive-compatibility constraint is independent
of the wage paid since the worker gets this wage for one period, regardless of his behaviour.12
I assume that the firm chooses to enforce the maximum effort level that the worker is willing to
produce. Using (5.1)13


γ + 1 γ /(γ +1)
fw
[δβ(E[Vi | P R] − E[Vi | F])]γ /(γ +1)
(5.12)
ei =
κi γ
giving equilibrium output


γ + 1 γ /(γ +1)
fw
Yi =
[δβ(E[Vi | P R] − E[Vi | F])]γ /(γ +1) S.
κi γ

(5.13)

Taking logarithms of (5.13), using (5.4) and defining
Ri = ln[δβ(E[Vi | P R] − E[Vi | F])]
gives
fw

ln Yi j

=

ln ū
γ
γ
γ
+ ln(γ + 1) −
ln γ +
Ri +
(ln κh − ln κi )
γ +1
γ +1
γ +1
γ +1
σ j2
fw
− ln r j − (γ + 1)
+ i j
(5.14)
2

fw

where i j = ln Si j − µ j ∼ N (0, σ j2 ).
6. IDENTIFICATION
The theoretical model leads to two empirical equations defined by (5.7) and (5.14). To assist in
the discussion of identification of the restricted model, let i 1 denote the first individual in the
12. This feature distinguishes this class of models from gift-exchange models. See, for example, Fehr and Gachter
(2000).
13. In general one could imagine the firm selecting wages and effort to maximize expected profits subject to (5.11)
and a labour–supply constraint. The assumed solution is equivalent to the efficiency wage in which (5.11) binds and the
labour–supply constraint does not.
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experimental sample and j1 denote the first block, and rewrite the system of equations given by
(5.7) and (5.14) as
pr

ln Yi j + ln r j = a0 + ln(γ + 1) + γ (ln κi1 − ln κi ) − (γ + 1)2
fw

ln Yi j + ln r j =

σ j2
2

pr

+ i j

a0
γ
γ
+ ln(γ + 1) −
ln(γ ) +
(ln κi1 − ln κi )
γ +1
γ +1
γ +1
σ j2
γ
fw
+
Ri − (γ + 1)
+ i j
γ +1
2

(6.1)

where a0 = ln ū + γ (ln κh − ln κi1 ).
Theorem 1. The restricted model (6.1) identifies
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

γ
σ j2
ln κi1 − ln κi
ln ū + γ (ln κh − ln κi1 ) = a0
Ri
µ j1 − µ j .

6.1. Incentive effect
Lemma 1. Conditional on a piece rate, r j , equilibrium expected productivity under piece
rates is independent of planting conditions µ j and σ j2 and is given by
 γ
κh
1
E[Y | pr, r j , i, µ j , σ j ] = ū(γ + 1)
κi
rj
(γ + 1)
= exp{a0 + γ (ln κi1 − ln κi )}
.
(6.2)
rj
Since the piece rate is chosen to satisfy the worker’s expected utility constraint, it contains
all the relevant information concerning conditions when the worker is paid piece rates. What is
more, there is a monotonic (negative) relationship between expected productivity and piece rates.
Lemma 2. Conditional on a piece rate, r j , equilibrium expected productivity under fixed
wages depends on planting conditions and is given by
  γ



(γ +1) 1
1
γ
−1 κh
2
(γ
+1)
E[Y | f w, r j , i, µ j , σ j ] = (γ + 1)ū
γ
exp
Ri − γ σ j /2
κi
rj
(γ + 1)



σ j2
(γ + 1)
a0
γ
=
exp
+
ln κi1 − ln κi + Ri − ln γ − (γ + 1)
. (6.3)
rj
(γ + 1) γ + 1
2
Recall that the piece rate provides information as to planting conditions through (5.4). Thus,
even though worker productivity under fixed wages is independent of the piece rate, the piece
rate the worker would have received had the payment system been piece rates is still informative
as to the planting conditions.14 However, unlike the case for piece-rate planting, the piece rate
14. Note, as well, ū affects E[Y | f w, r j , i, σ j ] only through the relationship between r j and µ j . That is, a higher
value of ū implies that a given value of r j is associated with a larger value of µ j (better planting conditions), leading to
higher expected productivity under fixed wages.
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does not contain all of the relevant information concerning expected productivity when workers
are paid fixed wages. While planting conditions are the same under piece rates and fixed wages
(for a given piece rate), the effort decision is different. In particular, while worker effort responds
to conditions under piece rates, fixed-wage effort depends only on outside opportunities and is
therefore independent of conditions. This lack of symmetry between piece rates and fixed wages
is reflected in the presence of the term exp(−γ σ j2 ) in (6.3), which captures the differences in
worker reactions to changes in conditions, σ 2 , under piece rates and fixed wages.
Theorem 2. The restricted equilibrium incentive effect is written
 2

  γ  γ
σj
(γ +1)
γ
κh
exp γ
−
Ri − 1
ūγ
2
(γ + 1)
κi



σ j2
γ
= exp a0 + γ (ln κi1 − ln κi ) − Ri + ln γ + (γ + 1)
− 1.
2 γ +1

(6.4)

The restricted model allows for generalizing the incentive effect to conditions beyond the
experimental sample without performing separate experiments. In order to estimate the incentive
effect on plot j, all that is required is an estimate of the variance for that plot, σ j2 , which can be
recovered by observing workers under either piece rates or fixed wages. Thus non-experimental
data on piece-rate planting can be used to calculate the incentive effect without observing planters
under fixed wages.
At a more general level, the restricted model allows for the estimation of a lower bound to
the incentive effect for any conditions under which the firm is planting.
Theorem 3. A lower bound to the incentive effect for a given individual is given by (6.4)
evaluated at σ 2 = 0.
To understand the lower bound consider Figure 1. The diagonal line P P 0 shows
combinations of µ and σ 2 that give rise to the same piece rate for a given level of utility. From
(5.4) the slope of P P 0 is −(γ + 1)/2. Furthermore, from Lemma 1, these same combinations
of µ and σ 2 give rise to constant expected productivity under piece rates. Intuitively, this
follows from the fact that the piece rate contains all relevant information about productivity
under piece-rate planting. From Lemma 2, the trade off between µ and σ 2 that keeps expected
productivity under fixed wages constant is −1/2, the slope of F F 0 . The line P P 0 is steeper
than F F 0 since movements along F F 0 reflect changes in conditions only (since fixed-wage
effort is independent of conditions), while movements along P P 0 indicate changes in conditions
and effort—movements along P P 0 towards P therefore increase the incentive effect. The lower
bound occurs at the corner solution σ 2 = 0. At this point workers do not adjust their effort levels
under piece rates since conditions are constant. The lower bound is significant in that it provides
information about the incentive effect for any plot of land, whether or not production data are
available.
7. STRUCTURAL RESULTS
Estimates from the structural model on the experimental data are given in Table 6. The value of
the likelihood function is 87·451. The incentive effect calculated from these estimates is equal to
25·7% when averaged across blocks. This is somewhat higher than the unrestricted estimate
of 19·8% suggesting that the restricted model is having some difficulties in fitting the data.
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P
E [Y | Pr] = Yp
F

mu

E [Y | Fw] = Yf

F′

0

P′
Sigma Squared
F IGURE 1
Expected productivity isoquants

TABLE 6
Parameter estimates of restricted model: experimental sample.
Sample size = 120
Parameter
α0
γ
κ1 –κ2
κ1 –κ3
κ1 –κ4
κ1 –κ5
κ1 –κ6
κ1 –κ7
κ1 –κ8
κ1 –κ9
σ1
σ2
σ3
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Logarithm of the likelihood function

Coefficient
4·920
0·652
0·170
0·420
−0·281
0·323
0·153
0·083
0·181
0·303
0·078
0·031
0·195
3·834
3·982
3·812
4·227
4·051
4·054
4·259
4·088
3·934

S.E.

P-value

0·139
0·229
0·124
0·216
0·133
0·170
0·158
0·155
0·217
0·132
0·011
0·006
0·031
0·355
0·388
0·456
0·241
0·388
0·359
0·293
0·384
0·452

0·000
0·003
0·174
0·054
0·036
0·060
0·334
0·595
0·404
0·024
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000

87·451

The predicted incentive effect on each block is 26, 21 and 27% which are considerably different
from the unrestricted estimates of 31, 20 and 8%.
Figure 2 graphs the predicted and observed average productivity under piece rates and fixed
wages per block. It is clear from the graph that the model has difficulty matching piece-rate
productivity when the piece rate is $0·18 and $0·20. This derives from the fact that the model
imposes an inverse relationship between piece rates and expected productivity, yet, as noted
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in Section 4, observed piece-rate productivity is higher when workers earn $0·18 per tree than
when workers earn $0·17 per tree. In what follows I introduce errors in judgement over planting
conditions to account for this anomaly.
7.1. Perception errors
In order to account for perception errors I allow for the possibility that, instead of observing
true conditions of µ j on plot j, the firm observes an unbiased estimate of those conditions,
denoted µ̃ j . That is
µ j = µ̃ j + ν j
(7.1)
2
where ν j ∼ N (0, σν ) and E[µ̃ j ν j ] = 0.
Given that decisions over the piece rate and labour supply depend on µ̃, equation (5.7) is
now written
pr

ln Yi j = ln(γ + 1) + ln ū − ln r j + γ (ln κh − ln κi ) − (γ + 1)2

(σ j2 + σν2 )
2

p

+ i j

(7.2)

where
p

pr

i j = (γ + 1)(ln Si j − µ j + ν j ) = i j + (γ + 1)ν j
and

(7.3)

pr
i j

is as in (5.7).
Similarly, equation (5.14) is now written
fw

ln Yi j

=

ln ū
γ
γ
γ
+ ln(γ + 1) −
ln γ +
Ri +
(ln κh − ln κi )
γ +1
γ +1
γ +1
γ +1
(σ j2 + σν2 )
f
− ln r j − (γ + 1)
+ i j
2

(7.4)

where
f

fw

i j = (ln Si j − µ j + ν j ) = i j + ν j
and

fw
i j

is as in (5.14).

(7.5)
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The model with perception errors reduces to a variant of the well-known composite-error
model. The first component, , represents deviations of a given shock from its actual mean. The
second component, ν, represents deviations of the actual mean from the perceived mean.
I estimate the perception-error case as a random-effects model. The error structure is given
by
p

E[i j ] = 0
p

E[(i j )2 ] = (γ + 1)2 (σ j2 + σν2 )
p p

E[i j i j 0 ] = 0
p p
E[i j i 0 j ]

= (γ

(7.6)
+ 1)2 σν2

f

E[i j ] = 0
f

E[(i j )2 ] = (σ j2 + σν2 )
f

f

f

f

p

f

p

f

E[i j i j 0 ] = 0
E[i j i 0 j ] = σν2
E[i j i j 0 ] = 0
E[i j i 0 j ] = (γ + 1)σν2 .
The results from estimating this model are given in Table 7. The likelihood function
increases substantially to a value of 108·60.15
The cost function parameter γ is estimated to be 0·67 suggesting that the cost function
is fairly close to quadratic η̂ = 2·49. This estimate accords closely with the lower bound
estimated in Paarsch and Shearer (1999). The estimates of the individual-specific effects reflect
the importance of individual heterogeneity that was evident in Table 3. The variance parameters
suggest that perception errors are of the same degree of importance in determining productivity
as the variance of planting conditions. Note, however, that the estimate of γ σ j2 , the determinant
of the asymmetry in worker reactions to changing conditions, is very close to zero (its maximum
value over the three plots is 0·008). This suggests that worker incentives are relatively constant
across conditions.
In the presence of perception errors it is important to distinguish between conditional
and unconditional productivity. The firm makes a different error on each plot, viewed as an
independent draw of ν from its distribution. Conditional productivity on a given plot is now
affected by the size (and sign) of this perception error. That is,
 γ
1
κh
pr
E[Y | r, ν] = ū(γ + 1)
exp{(γ + 1)ν − 0·5(γ + 1)2 σν2 }
rj
κi


  γ
−γ
1
γ
1 γ +1
κh γ +1
fw
2
2
γ
+1
E[Y
| r, ν] = ū
(γ + 1)γ
exp
Ri − 0·5γ (σ j + σν )
γ +1
rj
κi
× exp{ν − 0·5σν2 }.

(7.7)

15. A further generalization of the model allows for correlation between observations on the same day. This would
allow for weather effects, for example. Estimates of such a model did not alter the economic conclusions in a significant
manner.
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TABLE 7
Parameter estimates of restricted model with perception errors (random
effects): experimental sample: sample size = 120
Parameter

Coefficient

α0
γ
κ1 –κ2
κ1 –κ3
κ1 –κ4
κ1 –κ5
κ1 –κ6
κ1 –κ7
κ1 –κ8
κ1 –κ9
σ1
σ2
σ3
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
σν

4·898
0·670
0·057
0·301
−0·311
0·163
0·120
−0·003
0·010
0·248
0·064
0·039
0·111
3·877
4·000
3·848
4·252
4·108
4·080
4·271
4·108
3·960
0·076

Logarithm of the likelihood function

S.E.

P-value

0·138
0·223
0·103
0·171
0·156
0·125
0·103
0·069
0·087
0·142
0·007
0·007
0·014
0·430
0·403
0·488
0·272
0·380
0·412
0·319
0·380
0·448
0·010

0·000
0·001
0·579
0·078
0·047
0·195
0·245
0·966
0·253
0·080
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000
0·000

108·603

This breaks the monotonic relationship between piece rates and productivity derived in Lemma 1
and allows for more flexibility in the model.
The random-effects model estimates the unconditional, or marginal distribution of
productivity on a given plot
Z
E[Y pr | r j ] = E[Y pr | r j , ν] f (ν | r j )dν.
(7.8)
ν

Substituting from (7.7) and using independence of ν and r gives
 γ
κh
1
E[Y pr | r j ] = ū(γ + 1)
.
κi
rj

(7.9)

Similarly,
E[Y

fw

1
  γ


ū (γ +1) (γ + 1) (γ−γ
κh (γ +1)
γ
| rj] =
γ +1)
exp
Ri − 0·5γ (σ j2 + σν2 ) .
rj
κi
γ +1

(7.10)

Thus the monotonic relationship between the piece rate and expected productivity derived
in Lemma 1 only holds on average over all possible values of ν.
Comparing estimates of the incentive effect to the unrestricted model requires recovering
E[Y pr | r j , ν] which requires an estimate of ν j .16 To this end (see Judge, Griffiths, Hill,
16. Note, an alternative would be to estimate the ν j directly through a fixed-effect model. The two models are
inherently related. However, the inconvenience of the fixed-effect model is the absence of a direct estimate of σν2 . While
it would be possible to recover σν2 from the squared deviations of the ν j , with only three plots this approach was deemed
less satisfactory.
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Lutkepohl and Lee, 1985), I use
ν̂ j =

Xn j
σ̂ν2
û i j
2
i=1
n j σ̂ν2 + σ̂ j

(7.11)

where û i j is the i-th residual on plot j.
The average conditional incentive effect over the three blocks is calculated as 0·213, with
a standard error of 0·015. This closely matches the unrestricted effect of 0·198. The conditional
incentive effects on each block are estimated to be 0·213 (0·017) on plot 1, 0·311 (0·037) on
plot 2, and 0·114 (0·046) on plot 3. The standard errors, in parentheses, were bootstrapped
from the residuals of the parametric model.17 Again these values closely match the unrestricted
estimates of 0·20 on plot 1, 0·31 on plot 2, and 0·08 on plot 3. The average unconditional
incentive effect is estimated to be 0·223 with a standard error of 0·016. The unconditional
incentive effects (averaged over all possible values of ν) vary much less across plots. These are
calculated as 0·194 (0·020) on plot 1, 0·228 (0·017) on plot 2, and 0·232 (0·018) on plot 3. The
contrast between the conditional and unconditional incentive effects across plots suggests that
the most important variation in incentives is due to the perception errors on the part of the firm
rather than varying planting conditions. Note, however, that this does not imply that behaviour
is unimportant. The perception errors are not atheoretic error terms that are added to the model
ex post. Rather, they have behavioural implications affecting worker effort and productivity as is
evident from (7.7).
The improvement in fit of the model accorded by the introduction of perception errors is
also evident from Figure 3 which plots the predicted conditional productivities per plot from
the perception-error model along with the unrestricted average productivities. For each plot, the
predicted productivity is much closer to its unrestricted counterpart than is the case in Figure 2,
presenting convincing evidence that the perception-error model dominates the full information
model.
17. The calculations are based on 1000 bootstrapped samples. The bootstrap procedure randomly sampled
residuals with replacement within a given block.
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7.2. Assessing the fit of the structural model
Figure 3 gives some indication that the structural model with perception errors is able to replicate
the unrestricted incentive effect quite closely. To consider this in a more formal manner I
perform a bootstrap test of the null hypothesis that these statistics have a common point of
convergence. Let H s and H u denote, respectively, the structural and the unrestricted incentive
effects, averaged over plots. In enacting the test, I generate bootstrap samples from the residuals
of the structural model. For each generated sample, I estimated the structural model, the resulting
average (conditional) incentive effect for the experiment, as well as the unrestricted average
incentive effect for the experiment. Repeating B times, generates the distribution of the test
statistic Ĥ s − Ĥ u under the null hypothesis. The 95-th percentile of this distribution, based
on B = 1000, is 0·038; the observed difference in statistics is 0·015—suggesting that the null
hypothesis is not rejected at the 5% level.
8. POLICY ANALYSIS
Estimation of the structural model has two principal benefits. First, it allows the generalization
of the incentive effect beyond the experimental sample and second, it permits the evaluation of
alternative personnel policies. Two possibilities exist for generalization. First, from Theorem 2,
experimental data can be supplemented with non-experimental data in order to estimate the
variance on plots outside of the experiment. Second, from Theorem 3, a lower bound to the
incentive effect on any plot can be calculated from the experimental results. In what follows I
present results of the latter approach.
8.1. The lower bound to the incentive effect
The structural estimates in Table 7 can be used to calculate a lower bound to the incentive
effect for any plot of land. From Theorem 3 this is accomplished by evaluating the incentive
effect at zero variance. In the presence of perception errors, the conditional lower bound varies
from plot to plot (depending on the perception error). As a predictive device, it therefore seems
reasonable to present the unconditional lower bound, averaged over all possible values of ν. This
is calculated as 21·7%.18 Consistent with the previous results, this suggests that the unconditional
incentive effect will not decrease very much outside of the sample.
8.2. Alternative personnel policies
One important issue involved in the generalization of experimental results concerns whether
a short-term experiment can identify the results of a permanent change in policy. Within the
current context: does the personnel-policy experiment identify the effects of a permanent change
to fixed wages.19 To see that a permanent change will not necessarily have the same effects as
those observed in the experiment, recall that effort levels in the experiment are enforced by the
future surplus to the worker of returning to piece rates. If the change in policy is permanent,
this surplus must be generated by the fixed wage. This is particularly important when comparing
the unit costs of the fixed wages to piece rates. Unit costs are higher under fixed wages than
piece rates in the experiment. Yet, if the firm could enforce effort levels at lower wages than
those observed in the experiment, then fixed wages may be a viable alternative. In this section I
18. It is also possible to calculate the lower bound conditional on the individuals observed on a particular plot.
These are calculated to be: 0·19 (plot 1), 0·22 (plot 2) and 0·22 (plot 3).
19. This is an example of what Ferrall (2002) calls terminal bias.
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consider the levels of fixed wages that support the effort levels observed in the experiment within
a stationary environment, holding labour market conditions and monitoring technology constant.
From Section 4, the efficiency wage needed to enforce a given effort level, E, must satisfy
the no-shirking condition
δβ[E[V | shirk] − E[V | F]] ≥ C(E).
This states simply that the expected cost of shirking must be greater than or equal to the cost
of effort. Rearranging, and assuming that the firm chooses the smallest wage that satisfies the
no-shirking condition, gives
ŵ = C(E)

(1 − β)
+ C(E) + (1 − β)E[V | F].
βδ

(8.1)

Equation (8.1) gives the efficiency wage that the firm would have to pay to enforce different
effort levels, E. Evaluating (8.1) at the fixed-wage effort level, e f w , and using (5.12) and (5.5)
gives
 γ
κh
fw
ŵi = δβ[E[Vi | P R] − E[Vi | F]] +
ū
κi
= exp{Ri } + exp{a0 + γ (ln κ1i − ln κi )}.
(8.2)
Evaluating (8.2) at the estimated parameter values gives an average efficiency wage of $200·04
that would give the same level of effort as that provided under fixed wages in the experiment. This
suggests that the effort levels observed under fixed wages could have been supported by a wage
less than that actually paid (fixed wages averaged $216·70). However, even at this lower wage,
the unit costs of planting under fixed (efficiency) wages would have been 0·191 dollars per tree.
This represents a 2·69% increase in cost over piece-rate planting which has unit costs of 0·186.
I next consider the efficiency wage that would enforce effort levels equivalent to those
observed under piece rates. Evaluating (8.1) at piece-rate effort levels and taking expectations
gives
 γ
κh
(1 − β)
pr
ŵi =
E[C(e pr ) − C(e f w )] +
ū(γ + 1).
(8.3)
δβ
κi
Since the first part of (8.3) is positive, a lower bound to the efficiency wage can be calculated as
 γ
κh
ū(γ + 1).
(8.4)
κi
But this is simply the expected wage for individual i when planting under piece rates. Therefore,
unit costs must be at least as high under efficiency wages as they are under piece rates. Intuitively,
earnings and effort under piece rates provide a surplus that is capable of enforcing the effort
level observed under fixed wages in the experiment. In order to enforce the higher level of effort
observed under piece rates, a higher wage must be paid.
9. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study adds to a growing body of research measuring incentive effects. The use of
experimental methods permits the direct identification of the incentive effect through a
comparison of average productivity under different compensation systems. The unrestricted
analysis of the experimental data confirms the existence of an incentive effect, measured at
approximately 20%. Workers do react to the incentives embodied within the compensation
system confirming previous non-experimental results obtained in Lazear (2000) and Paarsch and
Shearer (2000).
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This study also demonstrates the potential value of small-scale experiments within firms to
evaluate the effects of alternative human resource policies. It presents an alternative experimental
methodology to previous computerized experiments on compensation systems. For example,
Bull, Schotter and Weigelt (1987) chose the structural parameters of the participants cost of effort
function and reward function and then considered whether actual effort choices corresponded
with predicted ones. Here, the observed reaction of workers to changes in the compensation
system within the experiment is used to identify the structural parameters which are then used to
generalize the experimental results to non-experimental settings.
The ability to generalize experimental results is ultimately limited by identification which
is determined, in turn, by the model and variation in the data. The model developed in this paper
permits generalization in two directions: prediction of the incentive effect on non-experimental
planting conditions; and the cost of a permanent change in policy to fixed wages. Yet, both
the simplicity of the model and the experiment, limit generalization in other directions. Perhaps
most importantly, the estimated incentive effect is conditional on the personnel policy used in this
particular firm as well as the labour-market conditions at the time the experiment was conducted.
For example, a lack of information and variability in labour-market conditions, due to the short
duration of the experiment, inhibits consideration of how fixed wages would perform at other
times of the year or under different labour-market conditions. As well, given a lack of information
over the monitoring technology of workers the estimates are unable to identify or predict how
monitoring affects incentives.
The results also suggest areas for future research. The strict interpretation of the structural
approach suggests that it is mere coincidence that the results presented here accord with Lazear’s
(2000) study. Lazear studied windshield installers in the U.S.—a different task, using different
technology, and in a different labour market. There is no reason to believe that the structural
parameters are the same in the two situations. Replication studies in other industries will allow
for further comparisons along these lines. The efficiency wage model developed here presents
a limited long run analysis of the effect of a permanent change to fixed wages. Matching
models (for example Stiglitz, 1975), suggest that workers may self-select into firms based on
the compensation system, implying a permanent change may lead to turnover within the firm.
Lazear (2000) found that that turnover was significant after a change from fixed wages to piece
rates. Labour demand may be affected as well since the amount of labour required to produce any
given level of output changes. Extending the analysis to allow for general-equilibrium effects in
incentive models would provide further insight into the long-run effects of incentives.
Proof of Theorem 1. γ is identified by the ratio of variances between fixed-wage and
piece-rate productivity on the same plot. Once these restrictions are imposed in (6.1) the plotspecific terms identify σ j2 , the individual-specific terms in the piece-rate equation then identify
(ln κi1 − ln κi ) and the constant term identifies ln ū + γ (ln κh − ln κi1 ). The rent terms, Ri are
then identified by the individual-specific terms in the fixed-wage equation. Finally, the difference
in means, µ j1 − µ j , is identified from (5.4) by
ln r j1 − ln r j + (γ + 1)(σ j2 − σ j21 ).

(9.1)

Proof of Lemma 1. The proof of Lemma 1 follows directly from substituting (5.4) into the
expectation of (5.6).
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof of Lemma 2 follows directly from substituting (5.4) into the
expectation of (5.14).
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2.
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Proof of Theorem 3. The proof follows directly from the fact that (6.4) is increasing in σ 2 .
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